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New Features

 Order Approval button placement — A new option ( ) has been added to the . This option Approval Buttons Placement Orders Approval Widget
allows you to display the approval buttons above the order, below it, or in both locations.

 File Manager enhancements for Move / Copy — Is your website running version 4.01.00 or higher? If so, you can now enjoy lightning-fast moving 
& copying in our . 40+MB folders now process in under 2 seconds. updated CMS File Manager

 New Promo Code scenario — We've added another promo code scenario to the CMS toolkit! Now, you can offer a product at a discounted price 
when your customer buys a specific quantity of another product.

 First & Last Name fields for Guest Checkout — A new option ( ) has been added to the Capture First and Last Name Separately for Guest Users? D
, allowing the split capture of guest First and Last names. This allows for more consistent transfer of user information elivery Address B2C Widget

to zipMoney, ensuring a higher rate of instant approvals and less manual intervention on zip orders.
 Product Documents via CMS — You can now , similar to the way you might already manage other upload documents for products in the CMS

product media. A new  is available to be added to the product detail page.Product Documents widget

This widget can display all documents associated with a product, or you can use tags to display only certain documents (combine tags with Layers
to personalise your content!)

 New Lucene Search option to remove plurals — A new option has been added to the Lucene search function within BPD, allowing for the removal 
of plurals from search terms. This means that a search for "microphone stands", for example, becomes a search for "microphone stand". 
Removing plurals will generally yield more complete search results for the end user. (As this new setting ('AllowPluralsRemovalForSingleSearch') 
is currently only accessible via the database, please  if you'd like to enable it.)contact us

 Remember my card details — A new tickbox has been added to the checkout payment options via eWay, allowing the user to remember their 
credit card details for next time. 

This tickbox will only render if the site is using  mode for credit card payments, and the user  has "Enable Payment Authorise & Capture role
Provider CustomerID Token Retention" enabled.

Fixes

 Price filter appearing in error — In some scenarios, the option to filter by Price was displayed on the product list page when it shouldn't have been 
(i.e. the 'Show Price Filter' option was  enabled on the widget). This has now been fixed.not

 Deleting orders on hold — In some scenarios (e.g. immediately after an order is placed on hold), the user is unable to delete said order. This 
issue has been fixed and you may now delete to your heart's content.

 Infinite scroll behaviour with filters — In scenarios with Infinite/endless scrolling enabled, some product filters were being dropped as the user 
reached the end of the 'page'. This happened when the user had multiple filters selected and then scrolled past the first set of results. The issue 
has now been fixed and all selected filters are retained!

 Ordering of Recently Viewed products — In some versions, the order of products displayed by the  did not CopyRecently Viewed Products Widget
reflect the order the user viewed them in. They were instead being sorted by product code. This issue has now been fixed.

 Pay Account dates affected by Daylight Saving — Dates against invoices on the Pay Account page were being affected by a Daylight Saving 
setting at the user PC level.
If the computer's Date & Time setting "Adjust for daylight saving time automatically" was enabled, the date would display incorrectly in some 
scenarios. This has now been corrected.

 Recently viewed products in Custom Catalogues — In some scenarios, the  was not rendering on product CopyRecently Viewed Products Widget
pages within a Custom Catalogue. This has now been corrected.

 Speed improvement for Edge & IE11 — We've completed some performance enhancements to address sluggish responses in Edge and IE11 
browsers. Some users were experiencing delays when viewing order templates containing 100s of products.

 Refresh of charge lines in Cart Preview — Some users reported incorrect charges in the . This could occur when the CopyCart Preview on Hover
user switched roles, as the cart preview was not refreshing the freight lines. The issue has now been fixed.
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